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SHOALIN VENGENCE CONCEPT APPROVAL

DESCRIPTION

Shoalin Vengence is a Mystique driven hard hitting fighting game concept developed for the fierce
ferocious die hard fighting enthusiast This idea was developed from the authentic ten animal
Kung-Fu fighting system from the Shoalin Temples. The external five elements will act as the
villians.
The 10 animals styles from the Shoalin Temples can be best described from the early Kung-Fu
television series.
The five elements are universal energies that are divided into Yin and Yang which are then subdi-
vided into the five forces that create the process of change and transformation. These will be the
bosses.
Fighting format will beTournament style competition with the best of three rounds.

Hardware development for Shoalin Vengence will be presented on a 3D platform. (Zoid)
It is difficult to determine at this particular time what the cost will entail. Although we estimate that
it will be in the mid to upper range cost simular to that of VlrtUa Fighter. Further defining of Zoid
may lower the cost.



JANUARY 3, 1994 THRU MARCH 1, 1994
DEVELOPMENT
GAME CONCEPT -
Hoop fighter / Shoalin Vengeance / Virtual Kumite / Virtual 360 circle vision / Full screen
shooting maze
STORY CONCEPT -
Story development / Screenplay development / Character development
TOURNAMENT-
Actual Hoop Fighter tournament (new sport idea for hype)
OVERVIEW-
Pre-concept approval (Mark Pierce)
DESIGN RESEARCH -
3D hardware (zoid) / Audio (cage) / cabinet design (special cylinder bass design) / travel to
Minneapolis research motion capture / prepare sample of 3D character for zoid hardware
Cyberware 3D imaging

MARCH 1, 1994 THRU APRIL 1,1994
PRE-PRODUCTION
CONCEPT APPROVAL
Hoop Fighter/ Shoalin Vengence
INITIATION PACKAGE -
Detailed descriptions / budget / schedule / audio / hardware / design cabinet / plan of attack /
blue prints,flow charts / marketing avenues
INTERVIEW TEAM -
Animators / production coordinator / programmers / techs
PERFECT GAME PLAY -
Test and experiment with zoid hardware using motion capture / determine maximum polygon
count per character / determine maximum speed and timing / determine ultimate game play
(further development) / design moves / create music and slogans / develop sound effects /
design 3D play fields I
HOOP FIGHTER / SHOALIN VENGENCE SUBMITTED FOR INITIATION
All pertinent information and material (audio-visual) to be presented to board

APRIL 1, 1994
PRODUCTION BEGINS
Design characters / audition actors / prep-motion capture / illustrate 2D backgrounds / imple-
ment game play strategy / test and prep programming on zoid hardware / animate motion
capture / continuous de-bugging / prep package for motion picture initiation /
CABINET DESIGN -
Research cylinder design for maximum bass output I develop cabinet to house new design
/ locate adaptable hoop for cabinet / design switch for hoop /
AUDIO -
Test cage for higher bass output (additional amp)?

MILESTONES AS SCHEDULED
ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 12 TO 16 MONTHS (PENDING lOID)



SHAOLIN VENGEANCE

The Ten Shaolin Animals versus the Manchu and the five elements.

HISTORY

The home of the Shaolin temples were the training grounds for Buddhist monks who were in
search for truth, peace, and tranquillity. They were not a violent group of people. When
people were in need they would open their doors to them. Throughout the 16TH to 18TH
century the Shaolin temples had been attacked three different times. In Japan, Ninjas were
created specifically for the purpose of infiltrating and destroying the Shaolin temples, how-
ever their repeated attempts always ended in failure. During the Manchu dynasty, the Emper-
ors massive army finally set fire to the temples and overthrew the Buddhist monks. The
survivors fled to other parts of the country to spread their knowledge throughout the world.

The Shaolin teachings were so powerful that the emperor did not want the monks to spread
their strength to other parts of the country. Thirsting for power the emperor wanted to find out
what the Shaolin secret was and why their temples were so difficult to defeat. The emperor
again invaded all the remaining temples in another attempt to exterminate the Shaolin priests
and capture their secrets. This time he successfully captured the Shaolin scriptures contain-
ing the secret arts of Kung -Fu. These scriptures contained the secrets of immortality and the
sorceries of the five elements. It was the secret art with which all could be conquered or
destroyed. The emperor quickly summoned his black sorcerer to employ the powers con-
tained within the scriptures. A spell was cast on him, insuring that one day the manchu family
would become immortal and be able to summon the power of the five elements to conquer the
world.

The Buddhist monks gained word of his plans and knew someday the family of the Manchu
would come back and cause havoc to the world. So they redoubled their efforts to spread the
fighting styles of the ten animals throughout the world. The monks prepared their disciples
knowing that one day the five elements would be sent by the Manchu's to conquer the world.
Now in the 21 st century the Manchu's have returned, completing the spell that was cast upon
them. The best of the ten animal styles must now meet throughout the world. They must now
fight one another to determine which fighting style will be the best to defeat the five elements
and finally the Manchu himself.

AUTHENTIC MARTIAL ARTS FIGHTING GAME CONCEPT

This game is targeted to be a fighting game similar to that of "Mortal Combat", UStreet Fighter
II" and "Samurai Showdown." This game will be played as a tournament style competition
unit targeted to the fighting game enthusiast. Accumulating high score or power bar against
their opponent and or the computer.



This game is based on the world renowned Martial Arts form the Shaolin temples. The Martial
Arts were first developed hundreds of years ago in China. Animal fighting characteristics
were studied and developed into a hand to hand combat for self defense. Thus the ten ani-
mals were developed and later to be spread throughout the world extending to various other
forms of Martial Arts.

ANIMATION

There have been a number of Martial Art fighting games produced, none of which use true
authentic fighting skills from actual practitioners of the ten animal Kung-Fu systems. Our
proposal is to take live actors with experience in the ten animal systems and use a motion
grab system to capture the actual fighting technique. The actors accual fighting techniques
will be captured on to a wire frame figure. An animator will add texture mapped polygons to
the motion skeleton to create our final image.

GRApHICS

The theme of Shaolin Vengence will reflect it's use of authentic fighting techniques by em-
ploying an entirely •AsianU motif, allowing us to create and cash in on the mystique and ap-
peal of the Orient. Illustrated, 3D backgrounds will give us the flexibility and complex color
schemes needed to actually portray a wide range of oriental locals. These various back-
grounds will give the player a wide range of playing fields on which to battle.

GAME PLAY

There are ten Shaolin animal styles to choose from. Each fighter must defeat their opponent
with a vast array of Martial Arts skills, weapons and ancient morphing powers. The player
that defeats his opponent proceeds to the next level in a tournament style competition, with
the loser coining up again to reenter the game. A player may choose any of the available
characters regardless of which character he/she may be competing against.

After defeating all of the ten animals a single player must then face the five elements. Once
they are defeated the player wins the game. The five elements are worldly objects that pos-
ses human form with very special powers. Each element has a purpose and is compelled to
fight for their master, the Manchu. It is likely that a final round of combat will be required
against the immortal Manchu Emperor before a complete victory can be secured. Each player
will have the chance to answer the most asked question in Martial Arts - What style of Martial
Arts is the best?



The ten animals and five elements consist of the following:

Dragon
Snake
Tiger
Leopard
Lion
Elephant
Crane
Monkey
Praying Mantis
Horse

Fire
Wood
Metal
Water
Earth

J-Manchu Emperor

SPECIAL TRADITIONAL WEAPONS AND POWERS;

Double edged spears
Chain whip
Bo staff
Broad sword
Short sword
Butterfly swords
double axes

Hook swords
Quan-do
Three sectional staff
Two sectional staff
Pitch fork
Steel bladed fans

Special moves will allow you to access these weapons. Another form of special move will
allow a character to morph into the form of a half human, half animal warrior. Once a charac-
ter has been morphed into his fighting animal appearance he will be able to perform very
special moves. An example would be: A Dragon morphed character that blows flames and
whips his tail. Snake style has a long extendible tongue, able to choke its opponent. With the
various animals a full range of creative moves can be developed.

WHY WOULD THIS GAME BE UNIQUE?

1) State of the art technology would be used to create awesome animation.

2) Actual masters of the ten animal system would be used in the motion capture process
to portray the fighting techniques.

3) Characters have potential licensing value.

4) Wide range of traditional weapons available.

5) Can be available as a kit as well as a dedicated cabinet.



6) Morphing powers

7) Specially designed joystick for better mobility of the fighter.

8) Celebrities will be used to portray various characters.

9) Will have a ccd video unit to grab the high score players image and display it on the
screen.

10) Jean Claude Van Damn will be directing his first big budget film which he claims will be the
Martial Arts film to end all Martial Arts films. It will be filmed on location in China. He has
also been casted in "Street Fighter II"

11) Audio will be designed with custom explosive sound effects similar to that of a motion
picture, with an upbeat high powered music score.

LICENSING

After researching various fighting motion pictures due for release this year, we feel Shaolin
Vengeance is very unique presentation of this genre, with the potential of becoming a hit
game. The licensing possibilities to generate additional revenue are numerous. ( ex. Power
Rangers)

CONTROL PANEL

Controls will consist of a joystick with six buttons for executing offensive and defensive tech-
niques. These controls will resemble that of .Street Fighter II". This will allow the avid player
more time to learn the extensive number of moves and special moves, while providing the
novice player a familiar platform with which to expand upon their joystick - button skills.

ACCUMULATING POINTS

Points are scored for the amount of techniques executed successfully on your opponent.
Combo bonuses are given for perfectly executed special moves that deliver consecutive hits.
A life bar will depict the condition of each player's health. First player to deplete the life of
their opponent within a given time period wins the match. Winner of the best two out of three
matches continues on the road to the next challenger.



GENRE

It has been over two decades since the Martial Arts action genre swept the motion picture
industry. It continues at an all time high and remains an extremely valuable asset to the
studios along with all its ancillary rights. It is our opinion that an increased level in the violent
aspect of the game ( Le. more realistic fatalities) with all the gore the player can handle would
better reflect the violence seen in today's media. A fighting game deals with "trained violence"
and should not be given the same consideration as unintentional random violence orviolence
for violence's sake.

SURVEY

During long extensive conversations with "Mortal Combat" and "Street Fighter II" enthusi-
asts, We have learned that most youngsters enjoyed playing the game because of these
reasons.

Player to player challenges
Fast playing characters
Unique characters
Great graphics
Awesome gore
Impact of violence
Wider option in controls
The learning curve challenge
Lower cost per game

CONCEPT APPROVAL

Upon approval our first actions would be the following:
Story Line (Create history, develop plot and characters)
Define game play
Design characters
Research and define motion capture system
Animate sample character for the screen
Develop detailed budget
Design sample housing
Prepare blue prints and flow charts
Determine specific platform



COMMENTS:



HIGH SCORE FACE-GRAB PROPOSAL

( Pic. 1 )

2 - 9 - 94

why me 1...

steue Martin

Date

Alias: II The lonely Guy II

NRME:

Quote:

SCORE: 4,341 ,743

Since the beginning of competition it has been necessary to document the winner and/
or their successful performance. As games in general rapidly developed and diversified this
practice became and important element for a successful & popular game. With the creation of
Video Arcade Games the recording of a "high score" became an important "reward" for the
player and professional player a like. For many Coin-Op Garners imputing their initials next to
their high score was a prestigious and sought after goal. As the hardware driving these ma-
chines has become more sophisticated and the games themselves more difficult to play ( and
expensive - upwards of $5.00 a "life" ) the need for the players to record their success, has

also increased
It is surprising, however, that even with all these advances in game-play technology a

player is still left with the
basic option of imputing
their initials ONLY. Be-
cause of this, the practice
of recording a high score
has lost a great deal of its
importance and to many
has even become an an-
noyance. Until now..!

FACE - GRAB High Score

Image technology over the past several years has advanced greatly along side game-
play technology. For some time now it has been possible to capture a still video image and
use it as a texture-map for a computer created shape. This technology will allow Arcade
games to take on a whole new level of individuality and appeal. The number of options and
applications for this technology are nearly unlimited! - here are several suggestions;

- Apply this technology as a way to record the identity of a high scoring player.

SCENARIO: After spending, on average $ 1.00, a player successfully masters enough
of a game to become the high scorer ( for the day, the month - what ever) He or she will
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then be instructed to stand still in a certain spot ( roughly somewhere in front of the
game - instructions. can vary) for "image digitalization". ( again whatever) A count
down will occur and a small video camera located within the game cabinet will scan
and imput the players image ( see Pic. 1 ) into the high score screen where it will be
displayed for all to see. The player can then imput there name and any other infor

mation the game requests and lor there is time for.

This feature will appeal directly to the game players EGO! Having their image on
screen next to their high score will be a reward unto itself! And even after a player has
mastered this particular game and moves on - having his or her image replaced on that
screen by someone else will warrant playing that game again to re-establish their position

as high-scorer, with their image occupying the space of honor.

This high scoring method can be applied to any and all games - No matter what the
theme or scenario of that game. It should also be possible to retro-fit any already released
games with this feature. A major advantage of this high scoring method is that it's use in a
game will have little to no impact on the game itself, it's play, or the hardware driving it.

- Taking this concept even further it could be possible to apply the scanned image of
a player to the "face" of the game character being played. This would heighten the com-
petitiveness of the actual game and increase the "stakes" a player would be investing in
that game ( Le. this is actually THEM getting the shit kicked out of them, etc.,etc. )

Although, it might be necessary to limit the amount of "face" polygons actually ap-
plied to the game character. ( this could be successfully achieved through creative "head
gear" design ) Some fudging might also be required for the side view of the character's
head. ( an area that might not be scanned in.) or if the character's head / face becomes so

small that image resolution becomes a factor.
It might also be possible to allow for a more complete ''facial scan" at the beginning of

a game. A player would have first one side, then the front and then the other side of their
head scanned and applied to a character. Although this allows for a more accurate repre-
sentation of a player on a character it is also a very time consuming process. ( a possible
way around this would be to use a 3 camera set up - one mounted off to the left of center,
one located dead center, and one off to the right.)

At the present time this feature would also slow down the screen restoration time, the
character reaction time, and the overall game play, by increasing the number of polygons
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used to accurately represent a player's face on a character. However, in the future,
as the hardware to run such a feature gets faster and less expensive these problems will
no longer be as insurmountable. It is obvious that the implementation of these features
quickly becomes a trade off between heightened game appeal vs. the added hardware

expenses vs. the overall game image quality.

- To a lesser degree a player's image can be applied to a character in all screens but
the game play screen. ( or even better - everywhere but the actual moving character! ) In
the case of the characters image on the game play screen, their facial features could be
small enough and generic enough that identifying a specific image would be difficult.
( even skin color could be changed to match that of the average skin tone of the scanned
player )That combined with the fact that the character will be in motion most of the time will
make actual character / player face grab impractical and unnecessary. Doing this would
maximize the player / character identity connection without sacrificing game reaction time

and speed.

SCENARIO: A player's image is scanned in. The player then selects a charac-
ter ( without a face) to play. A screen is shown applying ( or morphing ) the selected
character's face with that of the player's. ( at this time all skin tone on the character
would be matched to that of the player's) An intermediate screen with a now trans-
formed character would then be shown posed, while the player picks - weapons,
levels, opponent, etc. The game begins, and runs to its conclusion. ( using the char-
acter with a generic likeness) A closing screen would show either a triumphant char-
acter ( with the player's face slightly modified into a smile) or a character in defeat.
( again with the player's face modified with cuts, scrapes, bruises, etc. - what ever

applies. )

As I stated earlier the applications for this idea are almost limitless and need to be
implemented to one degree or another. With the increases in game play costs and game
sophistication adapting and using this technology will shorten the gap of interactively be-
tween the player and the game. By doing so Atari's games will begin to develop a much
sought after and unique game identity - feature - characteristic. Aiding Atari Games in
becoming the most recognized and played games in the arcades.
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COMMENTS:
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R t present there are numerous well-known
instructors teaching the Hung Kuen, which
consists of boxing fonns such as the Iron

Wire fonn, the Tiger - Stork Double fonn, the Ten
Fonns etc. One of these famous instructors is Sifu
Wong Siu Fang, who is trying his best in promoting
the development of Hung Kuen.

49

Monkey

leopard
Tiger

Snake

flephanl

lion

Dragon
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THE DRAGON FORM:

Practice in this form aims at keeping a high
spirit of the practitioner. As regards techniques of
this form, emphasis is laid on applying narrow but
swift penetrating steps, and on imitating the claws
of the Dragon with fingers, and applying them in a
vivid flexible way.

11
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'-IE SNAKE FORM:

The importance of this form lies in respiratory
:lining. In practical application, emphasis is placed
1 surprise attacks with the arms that very often
metrate through the defending bridge-arms of the
>ponent, and on vivid narrow steps that enable
it advances and retreats.

1

This is the most important boxin,
Hung Kuen. What is of 'prime imPOl
form is the strengthening of the mus'
and bones, in particular,' those of the I
spine. Stresses are laid on the ar
techniques of butting and pushing the
as to put him off balance, by the use
bridge-aims, stable stance and heavy st
are made in the forms of the Tiger Pa
Claws.
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